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Abstract:
The application of novel and modern techniques in genetic engineering and genomics has resulted in information explosion in
genomics. Three major genome databases under International Nucleotide Sequence Database collaboration NCBI, DDBJ and EMBL
have been providing a convenient platform for submission of sequences which they share among themselves. Many institutes in
India under Indian Council of Agricultural Research have scientists working on biotechnology and bioinformatics research. The
various studies conducted by them, generate massive data related to biological information of plants, animals, insects, microbes
and fisheries. These scientists are dependent on NCBI, EMBL, DDBJ and other portals for their sequence submissions, analysis and
other data mining tasks. Due to various limitations imposed on these sites and the poor connectivity problem prevents them to
conduct their studies on these open domain databases. The valued information generated by them needs to be shared by the
scientific communities to eliminate the duplication of efforts and expedite their knowledge extended towards new findings. A
secured common submission portal system with user-friendly interfaces, integrated help and error checking facilities has been
developed in such a way that the database at the backend consists of a union of the items available on the above mentioned
databases. Standard database management concepts have been employed for their systematic storage management. Extensive
hardware resources in the form of high performance computing facility are being installed for deployment of this portal.

Availability: http://cabindb.iasri.res.in:8080/sequence_portal/

Background:
Genomic sequences provide understanding of the structure,
function and evolution of genetically diverse organisms. The
recent genomic era has seen a massive explosion in the amount
of biological information and data arising from the rapid
research and unprecedented progress in molecular biology and
genome sequencing [1]. The field of bioinformatics has been
intermingled with traditional computational biology and
biostatistics. It is not only concerned with handling the
information, but also to extract biological meaning from it [2].
The applications of novel and modern techniques are carried
out on the biological information base to extract the knowledge
[3]. This knowledge has profound impacts on different fields,
such as human health, agriculture, environment, energy and
biotechnology [2]. Therefore, this biological information needs
to be systematically stored and managed using appropriate
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tools and standard database management practices. It also
requires advanced hardware resources and parallel computing
facilities for high speed information processing for knowledge
extraction. Sharing genomic resources and bio-computing
processes is desirable for enhancement in the growth of the
biotechnological research and also useful for avoiding
redundancy and duplication of efforts. This will not only
reduce cost and time for development of biotechnological
product but also help in sharing knowledge for the social
benefits.
International Nucleotide Sequence Database Collaboration
constitutes three major genome databases in the world; (i)
National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI), (ii)
DNA Data Bank of Japan (DDBJ) and (iii) European Molecular
Biology Laboratory (EMBL). The sequence submission process
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of these databases is governed by international collaborative
agreement. Sequences submitted to any one of the three
databases are automatically added in the other two databases
within a few days of their release to the public [4, 5]. To
maintain data accuracy and integrity, well-defined procedures
exist for submitting and changing entries in these databases [6].
These databases comprise of feature tables giving shared rules
to allow information exchange among these databases,
qualifiers for explicit referencing of specific sequences and the
country qualifier for providing geographical location. These
organizations have been providing a convenient and common
platform for submission of sequences which they share among
themselves [7].
Agricultural research scientists from various organizations of
India is also significantly harnessing these resources and
contributing to these international genomics and proteomics
databases. These scientists are using NCBI, EMBL, DDBJ and
other biological resources for their sequence submissions,
analysis and other data mining tasks. The Indian Council of
Agricultural Research (ICAR) is the apex body for coordinating, guiding and managing research and education in
agriculture including horticulture, fisheries and animal sciences
in India. ICAR is conducting research at 4 Deemed Universities,
49 Research Institutes, 19 National Research Centres, 6 National
Bureaus, 27 Project Directorates and 8 Zonal Project
Directorates placed all over India. These institutes have
scientists conducting research on different aspects of
biotechnology and bioinformatics. The various studies
conducted by them, generate massive biological data related to
plants, animals, insects, microbes, fisheries etc. These valued
information needs to be validated, curated and shared to the
scientific communities to eliminate the duplication of efforts
and expedite the research related to agriculture. The National
Agricultural Biotechnology Information Center (NABIC)
developed a Web based relational database for agricultural
plants with biotechnology information [8].
ICAR has recently initiated a World Bank funded project named
as National Agricultural Innovation Project (NAIP) under
which it is proposed to establish a National Agricultural
Bioinformatics Grid (NABG) with lead center at Indian
Agricultural Statistics Research Institute (IASRI), New Delhi for
providing a biological computing platform to the researchers in
agricultural bioinformatics and computational biology [9, 10].
This platform will not only help in development of biological
databases/ data warehouses for storage and analysis of
indigenous biological information but also provide information
in the international biological resources at local server of
national super-computing facility for its computational analysis.
This consolidated effort would enable accelerated growth in
biotechnological research in the country. A portal handling
biological databases and derived databases would finally be
installed on high-end computational hardware with
parallelized processing/computing facilities. A secured
common submission portal system for biological data with
user-friendly interfaces along with integrated help and error
checking facilities would facilitate wider accessibility and
acceptability of the stored information. Therefore, a portal with
above features is required to be developed. Taking a step
towards the development of this, a biological sequence
submission portal for genomic sequences has been taken up on
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priority basis. This portal would help to build and strengthen
genomic database in India. The backend database of this
genomic portal has been developed using MySQL employing
the concepts of Relational Database Management Systems
(RDBMS). This database has been designed keeping in view the
information contents of NCBI, EMBL and DDBJ databases. This
portal can be run on any java enabled internet browser. The
sequence and other necessary details can be submitted to the
portal by any user after the profile creation. These details
include information about the sequence/ reference authors,
release date, organism name, organelle/ location, source
modifiers, molecular types, genomic completeness, topology,
features, qualifiers and so on. The information entered by the
user is updated in the database every time a user clicks on
―Next‖ button which enables proper handling of incomplete
submissions made by the user.

Figure 1: Data flow architecture of sequence submission portal.
Data sources:
The greatest challenge being faced by molecular biology
community today is to make sense of the wealth of data that has
been produced by the genome sequencing projects [2]. A large
number of laboratories in India and abroad are generating
genomic data through their laboratory experiments. The data
from these sources can be an important source for populating
the database on this portal. In (Figure 1), it shows different data
sources which will be used to populate genomic sequences in
this portal. The portal is installed on the central server located
at Indian Agricultural Statistics Research Institute, New Delhi.
The five domain institutions of NABG are National Bureau of
Plant Genetic Resources (NBPGR), New Delhi, National Bureau
of Fish Genetic Resources (NBFGR), Lucknow, National Bureau
of Animal Genetic Resources (NBAGR), Karnal, National
Bureau of Agriculturally Important Microbes (NBAIM), Mau
and National Bureau of Agriculturally Important Insects
(NBAII), Bengaluru. These five domain institutions, associated
with this development and implementation work, will be
responsible for ensuring data quality in their respective fields.
In these institutions, domain expertise is available along with
the scientists from the field of computational biology. In
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addition to these domain institutions, other institutions of
National Agricultural Research System (NARS) as well as
institutions working in the field of agricultural and allied field
would be making use of this portal. However, access to this
portal is not limited to any specific user or institute, but can be
used by any user, any organization across the globe, as it has
been made available in public domain. In (Figure 1), it shows
the data flow architecture of the portal.
Design of database for sequence submission portal:
In order to achieve scalability and consistency of an integrated
genome database, relational database management system
(RDBMS) concepts were applied. MySQL RDBMS software has
been used to store the submitted data in the form of associated
tables. The data consistency and non-redundancy were
maintained through the principles of database normalization.
The database tables have been created and relationships were
established to ensure querying and information extraction.
However, few database tables have been kept de-normalized
for faster information retrieval. Tables of this database consist of
registration details of users, submission/ accession number,
features, qualifiers with their data formats, organelles, reference
details, molecular types, source modifiers, third party
annotation details and so on [11, 12]. The names of entities
along with their descriptions can be found in the
supplementary Table 1 (see supplementary material). The
database tables and their fields along with their descriptions as
implemented in the portal database have been shown in Table 2
(see supplementary material) available online. In order to
provide easy and interactive features to the user while
submitting genomic sequences, the relationships have been
established among database tables. The Entity Relationship
diagram has been shown in (Figure 2).

Features of genomic sequence submission database:
An extensive study on the features available with NCBI, EMBL
and DDBJ sequence databases have been carried out and it was
observed that most of the attributes are same/ similar in all
three databases except few attributes. This is otherwise also
expected as these databases exchange their biological
information among them. Therefore, an attempt was made to
develop the database taking superset of all these features. Table
3 (see supplementary material) in the supplementary material
provides detailed comparison of the features/ fields available in
the databases of NCBI, EMBL and DDBJ with this database.
Sequence submission portal available on NCBI, DDBJ and
EMBL contains information on locus, definition, accession
number, version, keywords, source, organism, reference,
authors, title, journal, PubMed, comment, features, base count
and origin of the submitted sequence. In case of EMBL, the
information
about sequence
version
number and data
class under locus description were found, which is not available
on other two databases.

Figure 3: Network architecture of portal.
Network architecture:
The portal has been presently installed on a Windows server
machine (central server) which uses WAMP bundled package
[13]. After establishment of High Performance Computing
system this is likely to be reconfigured to this parallel
computing environment. WAMP is a Windows based package
of independently-created programs that uses Apache web
server, MySQL open-source database, and scripting language
PHP, Perl or Python. However, for development of this portal
PHP was used [13]. WAMP can manipulate information stored
in a database and generate Web pages dynamically for every hit
by a browser. The central server communicates with MySQL
server, whenever, a user accesses it, for any operation. This
portal can be accessed from LAN for internal access and from
outside
LAN
on
the
web
address
http://cabindb.iasri.res.in:8080/sequence_portal/
or
http://nabg.iasri.res.in through a firewall for secured access.
The architecture for user access of this portal has been shown in

Figure 2: Schematic entity-relationship diagram.
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(Figure 3). The sequence submission is implemented in three
layers - user registration, sequence submission and storage as
shown in (Figure 4).

operating system environment with a total of 500 terra byte of
storage. Sequence file submitted at the central server will
populate the database automatically using developed
programs. This portal accepts the FASTA format sequence for
submission. The submitter details are also stored in the
database to keep track of the sequences submitted by a
particular researcher. During the process of submitting
sequences, various parameters such as author details,
registration details, molecular type, source name, source
modifier, journal name, references, organism name, third party
annotation details etc. are stored in the database. The sequence
data will then be made available for public access. The sequence
submission plan has been shown in (Figure 5).

Figure 4: Sequence submission process.
First section includes user authentication and profile creation,
which is a mandatory requirement for any user. After profile
creation, a user can login, by entering login-id and the
password. A user can submit as many sequences as required.
This portal maintains the history of sequence submissions for
each user in the database. For submitting a new sequence or
viewing already submitted sequence, the portal extracts
information from sequence submission section, where all details
related to sequence are stored. Each sequence submitted on the
portal is linked with a unique submission/accession number.
This submission number is generated immediately after a user
chooses to submit a new sequence. The submission number is
generated through date, time and a counter as
[YYYYMMDD][hhmmss][n] where YYYY is year, MM is month,
DD is date, hh, mm and ss are time in hour, minute and second.
The last character in the submission number is a counter, shown
as n. The details about the sequence and reference author,
submission category, features and qualifiers are entered by the
user in a set of wizard like pages. The third section stores all the
details entered by the user pertaining to a particular submission
number.
Plan of submitting sequences:
The portal would be deployed on HPC system at IASRI under
NABG. The HPC system, which is presently in the process of
implementation, will have capacity of around 70 teraflop with
256 nodes computational power controlled by 2 masters in linux
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Figure 5: Architectural plan of sequence submission.
Portal description:
In order to achieve scalability and consistency of an integrated
genome database, relational database management system
(RDBMS) concepts were applied. MySQL RDBMS software has
been used to store the submitted data in the form of associated
tables. The data consistency and non-redundancy were
maintained through the principles of database normalization.
The database tables have been created and relationships were
established to ensure querying and information extraction.
However, few database tables have been kept de-normalized
for faster information retrieval. Tables of this database consist of
registration details of users, submission/ accession number,
features, qualifiers with their data formats, organelles, reference
details, molecular types, source modifiers, third party
annotation details and so on [11, 12]. The names of entities
along with their descriptions have been given in the (Table 1).
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The database tables and their fields along with their
descriptions as implemented in the portal database have been
shown in (Table 2). In order to provide easy and interactive

features to the user while submitting genomic sequences, the
relationships have been established among database tables. The
Entity Relationship diagram has been shown in (Figure 2).

Figure 6: Home page of the submission portals
The resources available with BankIt submission tool have been
very helpful for designing web forms for this submission portal
[14]. The sequence submission process through this portal
consists of the following activities:







User authentication
Sequence submission details
Reference details
Source information
Molecular types
Submission report

Registration is must for a submitter for submission of sequence.
The registration page needs details about the user for creation
of user account. The user login is linked with the submitter’s
email address. Upon successful registration the sequence
submission portal page is displayed for immediate use to
submit genomic sequence through this portal. The home page
of the submission portal containing login screen and a brief
description of the portal has been shown in (Figure 6 & 7).
shows the signup screen which can be used by a new user to
enter his registration details to the portal database.
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Figure 7: User registration on the portal.
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After logging in to the portal, submitter needs to provide
descriptive information of the sequence to be submitted. Table
4 (see supplementary material) lists item names along with
their possible values either on the text boxes or on the combo
boxes of the web pages of the portal. For example - nucleotide
information page seeks information about submitter name,
reference information, sequence author, submission release
date, molecular type, topology, genomic completeness,
organism name, sequence and definition line, organelle, source
modifiers and submission category. The portal accepts
submission of FASTA sequence to be pasted on a text box. On
the other pages of the portal requires adding features of the
sequence. Every feature being added against the sequence
needs some mandatory information to be supplied. Each feature
can include adding many optional qualifiers and their values.
Supplementary Table 5 (Available with Author) lists all the
features along with their allowable qualifiers and value formats.
In (Figure 8), it shows the web page where a user can see his
previously made submissions and an option for new
submission. It also shows a screen where the submitter can add
sequence authors. A screen has been shown in (Figure 9), where
a user can specify required details about the sequence and paste
the sequence.

Figure 9: Pasting the sequence and other related information.
Conclusion:
Scientific databases are nowadays essential for the progress of
science as they provide means for data sharing (compatible and
complementary to traditional scientific publications) and longterm preservation (archive) of data to enable further analysis
[3]. Currently, the enormous volume of genomic data is
generated by agricultural researchers regularly which are
inaccessible to the public domain for further research.
Therefore, this genomic database has been developed,
integrated and deployed for benefit of agricultural as well as
other biological researchers. A sequence submission portal
provides a distinctive workflow from data acquisition, storage
and submission of knowledge enriched genomic sequences. The
database resources generated through this portal would be
deployed on the high performance computing environment to
achieve the speedy access and enable the user in carrying out
computational and statistical analysis for important findings.

Figure 8: A view of old and new submissions made by the user.
Final output is generated after successful submission of the
sequence (in a FASTA format). The portal displays a final
output in a customary flat-file with all the information filled at
the time of submission. A screen showing the generated
submission report is given the (Figure 10).
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The integration of genomic data pertaining to various
agriculturally important species would be accessible through
the implementation of sequence submission portal and provide
higher level of data storage for faster access to the user. It
would be made available on the public domain and facilitate
information exchange through global exchange programmes,
national, international consortiums for sharing resources with
proper credit/ acknowledgement to the contributor for their
findings. It would be feasible to extract meaningful biological
information for enhancement of agricultural productivity
through development and deployment of the parallel
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computing tools to enable faster access of the resources
available on this portal.

Figure 10: Submission report.
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Supplementary material:
Table 1: Name of entities and their brief descriptions
ENTITY NAME
DESCRIPTION
USER_REGISTRATION
1.
Registration details of the users
SOURCE_MODIFIER
2.

REF_AUTHOR
3.
SUBMISSION_REFERENCE
4.

SEQ_AUTHOR
5.
FEATURE
6.

QUALIFIER
7.

SUBMISSION
8.

MOLECULAR
9.
TYPES
ORGANELLE
10.

FEATURE_QUALIFIER
11.
CDS
12.

RNA
13.
REPEAT_REGION
14.

OTHERS
15.
ncRNA
16.
SOURCE_MODIFIERS
17.

Source modifiers provide valuable additional information, about the source organism or
biomolecule, that help to further define and augment the view of the biological context
pertaining to the sequence submission.
Stores the first name, middle name and last name of the reference authors. They are authors of
the publication (or potential publication) connected with the sequence being submitted.
This entity stores the other details of the reference authors such as journal name, title (draft/
accepted or published), volume number, page number, status of publication, publication year, if
published, URL if available online and so on. This table also stores the relation of the references
to the submission id’s.
Stores the first name, middle name and last name of the sequence authors. They are authors
who contributed in some way to the actual sequencing of the sequence being submitted.
Feature keys indicate (i) the biological nature of the annotated feature or (ii) information about
changes. The feature key permits a user to quickly find or retrieve similar features or features
with related functions. This entity holds all the features which can be selected while submitting
a sequence. Its components include feature keys, definition, organism scopes, molecule scope,
comments and parent key.
Every feature has a set of qualifiers which is auxiliary information about a feature. It is a
combination of standardized qualifiers and their controlled-vocabulary values. This entity holds
the super set of the qualifiers. The components of this entity include its name, definition, value
format, example, comments and so on.
It stores the unique identification of the sequences along with other details such as release date,
topology, genomic completeness, organism name, sequence file and its path on the server,
organelle name, TPA (third party annotation) and its details, locus, molecular type, reference
and so on.
Molecular type indicates the type of molecule present in the cell - mRNA, RNA etc. This entity
stores all possible values of the molecular types.
The values stored in this entity are: Apicoplast, Chloroplast, Chromoplast, Cyanelle,
Extrachromosomal, Leucoplast, Kinetoplast, Macronuclear, Mitochondrion, Nucleomorph,
Plastid, Proplastid, Proviral and so on.
This is combination table which stores the features with their set of allowable qualifiers.
Coding sequence. CDS refers to the portion of a genomic DNA sequence that is translated, from
the start codon to the stop codon, inclusively, if complete. A partial CDS lacks part of the
complete CDS (it may lack either or both the start and stop codons). Successful translation of a
CDS results in the synthesis of a protein.
Ribonucleic Acid. A single-stranded nucleic acid, similar to DNA, but having a ribose sugar,
instead of deoxyribose, and uracil instead of thymine as one of its bases.
Relevant feature information for sequences containing repeat regions such as intervals, repeat
family, if known (eg, Alu, Mer), repeat type (tandem, inverted, flanking, terminal, direct,
dispersed, or other), repeat unit description/intervals, if region contains more than one repeat
The ―Other‖ feature category allows to select features for sequence that are not shown on the
―Feature Overview‖ page.
The term non-coding RNA (ncRNA) is commonly employed for RNA that does not encode a
protein.
Source modifiers provide valuable additional information, about the source organism or
biomolecule, that help to further define and augment the view of the biological context
pertaining to the sequence submission.

Table 2: Database tables and its fields with description
Sl.no
Database tables and their
Important fields and their description
description
1.
USER_REGISTRATION

registration_id: Unique number

Title: Authors title (Mr., Dr. etc.)

names: Names of the authors

address: Address of submitter

password: Password of submitter
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2.

SOURCE_MODIFIERS

3.

REF_AUTHOR

4.

SUBMISSION_REFERENCE

5.

SEQ_AUTHOR

6.

FEATURE

7.

QUALIFIER

8.

SUBMISSION

open access





























9.

MOLECULAR_TYPE

10.

ORGANELLE

11.

FEATURE_QUALIFIER

12.

CDS

13.

RNA

14.

REPEAT_REGION
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s_md_id: Auto-incremented unique id
s_name: Name of the source modifier
u_id: Sequence submission identification number
ref_auth_id: unique id of reference author
name: name of the reference author
submission_id: linking author to sequence submissions
reference_id: linking other details of references
submission_id: unique identifier of submission
journal_name: name of the journal
paper_title: title of the paper published or accepted
pubyear: year of the publication
vol_no: volume number
pages: start and end page numbers
name: names of the sequence authors
submission_id: linking with the sequence submitted
feature_id: unique id of feature
feature_definition: feature definition
feature_comment: feature comment
feature_key: feature keys
qualifier_id: unique qualifier identification
name: name of the qualifier e.g. allele, codon, db_xref etc.
value_format: value format for the qualifier
qualifier_definition: definition of qualifier
submission_id: unique identifier for sequence submission
information. This is an accession number given to the submitter
performing sequence submission
organelle_id: links submitted sequence to the organelle
organism_id: provides taxonomic identification
mol_type_id: links submitted sequence to the molecular type
registration_id: links submitted sequence to the user login
Other fields are submission release date, topology, third party
annotation, locus, modification date etc.
mol_type_id: unique id of molecule
name: name of the molecular type
description: description about the molecular type
organelle_id: unique id of organelle/ location
name: name of organelle/ location
description: description about the organelle/ location
fq_id: unique id
feature_id: links the feature
qualifier_id: links the qualifier
submission_id: links the CDS to the submitted sequence
protein_desc: description of protein
interval_span: stores the span intervals
amino_sequence_file: stores the file name of amino acid sequence
amino_sequence_path: stores the path of amino acid sequence file
submission_id: links the CDS to the submitted sequence
strand: strand details
interval_span: stores the span intervals
ncRNA_id: links to the ncRNA table
other fields include product, note etc.
submission_id: links the CDS to the submitted sequence
strand: strand details
interval_span: stores the span intervals
other fields include mobile type, mobile name, satellite type,
satellite name, repeat type, repeat family, unit sequence, repeat
start and repeat stop etc.
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15.

OTHERS






16.
17.

ncRNA
SOURCE_MODIFIERS




submission_id: links the CDS to the submitted sequence
strand: strand details
interval_span: stores the span intervals
other fields include five_three_prime, gene, product, repeat type,
repeat family, unit sequence, original transfer start and stop etc.
unique id of ncRNA and its name
unique id of source modifier and its name

Table 3: Comparison of submission sequence portal with genomic sequence databases available on public domain
Field Name
Sub Field
NC
DD
EMB NABG Sequence Data Format (Example)
BI
BJ
L
Portal
LOCUS
Locus Name
Y
Y
Y
Y
Text (BC058479)
Sequence Length
Y
Y
Y
Y
Text (1507 bp)
Molecular Type
Y
Y
Y
Y
Text (mRNA)
Topology
Y
Y
Y
Y
Text (Linear/Circular)
Division
Y
Y
Y
Y
Text (ROD—Taxonomy Division)
Modification Date
Y
Y
Y
Y
Date (08-Oct-03)
Sequence Version No N
N
Y
Y
Text (SV 1)
Data class
N
N
Y
Y
Text (STD—Taxonomy Class)
DEFINITION
Scientific Name
Y
Y
Y
Y
Text (Rattus norvegicus splicing factor)
Gene Name
Y
Y
Y
Y
Text (arginine/serine-rich 5)
Product Name
Y
Y
Y
Y
Text (mRNA(cDNA clone MGC:72853
IMAGE:6920786))
Complete CDS
Y
Y
Y
Y
Text (complete cds)
SUBMISSION
Y
Y
Y
Y
Text (BC058479)
VERSION
Y
Y
N
Y
Text (BC058479.1)
KEYWORDS
Y
Y
Y
Y
Text (MGC)
SOURCE
Y
Y
Y
Y
Text (Rattus norvegicus (Norway rat))
ORGANISM
Y
Y
Y
Y
Text
(Rattus
norvegicus
Eukaryota; Metazoa; Chordata;
REFERENCE
AUTHORS

Last Name
Middle Name
First Name

TITLE

JOURNAL

COMMENT
FEATURES

Journal name
Volume Number
Issue Number
Page Number
Publication Year
Comments
Features
Source

Sequence
Length

Organism
Name

Organelle
Name

Source
Modifier

Molecular
Type
Gene

Sequence
Length

Gene Name

Gene Allele
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Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

1 (bases 1 to 1507)
Text (Strausberg,R.L., Feingold,E.A., Etc)
Text
Text
Text (Generation and initial analysis of more
than 15,000 full-length human and mouse
cDNA sequences)
Text (Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A.)
Number (99)
Number (26)
Number (16899-16903)
Number (2002)
Text (Comments)
Location/Qualifiers

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Number (1..1507)
Text (Rattus norvegicus)
Text (mitochondrion)
Text (anamorph:1111)
Text (mRNA)

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Number (1..1507)
Text (Sfrs5)
Text (ACP1*B)
Text (alkaline phosphatase)
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Gene
Description

CDS


Sequence
Length

Gene

Protein
Name

Protein
Description

EC Number

Translation
Misc_Feature

Sequence
Length

Gene

Gene_Synon
ym

Note
BASE COUNT
ORIGIN

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Number (138..947)
Text (Sfrs5)
Text (HRS)
Text (Sfrs5 protein)
Number (11.11.11.12)
Text
(MSGCRVFIGRLNPAAREKDVERFFKGYGR
I)

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Number (150..347)
Text (Sfrs5)
Text (HRS)
Text (RRM; Region: RNA recognition motif)

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Text (454 a 258 c 381 g 414 t)
Text (gggggtcagt tgtggagaga)

Table 4: The information needed for submitting a sequence
Item name
Possible values
Submitter name
any text
Reference information
any Text
Sequence author
any text
Submission release date
date
Molecular type
Genomic DNA
cDNA to mRNA
genomic RNA
pre-mRNA
tRNA
rRNA
snRNA
scRNA
cRNA
other genetic: RNA
other genetic: RNA
Topology
Linear
Circular
Genomic completeness
Complete
Partial
Unknown
Organism name
Organism
name
from
taxonomic database ()
Sequence and definition line
FASTA sequence
Organelle
Organelle/location from
the database ()
Source modifiers
Source
modifier
from
database ()
Submission category
Original,
Third Party Annotation

ISSN 0973-2063 (online) 0973-8894 (print)
Bioinformation 9 (11): 588-598 (2013)

Default value
none
none
none
none
None

Data type
text
text
text
date
text

Mandatory
yes
yes
yes
no
no

Linear

yes

Complete

yes

None

ID (text)

no

None
None

text
text

yes
no
no

Original
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